Climate Change Impacts on Benefits
and Risks for Skiing in Finland
Background: Last Fall I was asked
to help in preparing a lecture for
Vierumäki to teach snow
technicians about the climate
change risks and benefits for
skiing in Finland
• By iteration with FMI researchers and Vierumäki
Director of the Sports Facility Maintenance
Institute Manu Varho, a 2-hour lecture was
made.
• Today I share my own experience and lessons I
have learned since then.
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Climate Change Impact Research
2.2.22 Snow seminar

Snow research supports greatly
our snow culture and snow lecture
elements covered topics such as
1. What are the trends in snow conditions in the past?
2. Why and how fast is climate changing ?
3. What about snow microphysics?
4. What about climate neutrality and how to optimize
decisions?
To be able to lecture about these and more – I
needed info from snow, climate and forecast experts
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Some of the concerns and facts:
climate change impacts skiing
culture and skiing skills
• Skiing is possible with natural snow and artificial snow – with
freezing conditions – but it is increasingly warming.
• Ski tracks cost for us all – and many wait for them
• But in the future do people know how to ski anymore, if the
timely window to ski shortens? Can people benefit of the
shortlived possibilities created for them?

We need to undestand the past
– for mid term decisions

Snowcover days and changes
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Mid term decisions: we need to know the trends in
changes and assess the coming decades with scenarios
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Permanent snow season
starts later in the eastern and
southeastern part of Finland
Earliest offset of snowcover is
nowadays in Western Finland
The duration of snowcover
conditions has shortened in
the whole country

Luomaranta et al., 2019 Snow cover trends in Finland over

1961–2014 based on gridded snow depth observations

We need to undestand the future –
for long term decisions

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT PROPAGATION
NEEDS TO BE COMMUNICATED BETTER
What does this mean
for skiing?
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SUOMI-project results: coming up soon
• Implementing the results of Gregow et
al., 20211 as an interactive user
experience
• Supports especially the regional adaptation
planning

• Will be part of the ClimateGuide.fi-portal,
which is under renewal
• Present climate and observed changes
• Future
• 2030, 2050, 2080
• Descriptions of the phenomena
• Changes in the extremes
• Flood risks
• Snow
• Seasonal changes
• Changes in the sea areas

• Sea level height, temperature, nutritions, salinity

• Besides numerical values, also easy-to-read
short articles

• Information to all of Finland in the same way
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https://www.ilmastopaneeli.fi/aineistot-ja-raportit/#sopeutumisen-alueelliset-ulottuvuudet-ja-ohjauskeinot-muuttuvaan-ilmastoon-suomi

We need to be prepared for
seasonal conditions as well

Seasonal snow forecast products for Finland
→ Developed for and tested with 7 ski centres during winter 2019-2020
Skill of bias corrected snow depth forecasts

Monthly snow depth for Finland, issued on 5th Jan 2022
January 2022

February 2022

March 2022

Input data: bias adjusted ECMWF SEAS5 data
The forecast skill depends on the season. The best
skill is in the first two months, but some skill still Source: Vajda et al.
present in third month.
http://www.indecis.eu/docs/Deliverables/D6.3_AnnexC.pdf

Point-wise forecasts are also piloted
Sub-seasonal snow forecast products for a city
Weekly snow accumulation for Helsinki, issued on 1st Feb 2022
Look: uncertanties
are given as well.

Look: also the
climate and
past three year
winter conditions
are plotted to help
information users
to understand the
forecast better.

Source: Vajda A., Hyvärinen O (H2020 e-shape)

Preliminary evaluation of snow depth forecasts for winter 2020-2021
• Snow observations for winter
2020-2021 evaluated against
forecasts and observed climatology
from 7 locations
• Raw data used in the forecasts
during the pilot 2020-2021
• Forecasts performed better than
climatology
• Larger amounts of snow
accumulations are underestimated
• Bias correction improves the
forecasts quality at longer lead
times
Source: Vajda A., Hyvärinen O (H2020 e-shape)

I was giving the lecture 15.12.21
Then in the southern part there
was hardly any snow
15.12.21
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Weather perspective and #Valtteri
Porvoo
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Espoo Nuuksio
31.1. 60 cm
Higher
resolution
is needed
for the cities.
We need
Microscale
weather and
climatic impact
forecasts!
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WHERE TO STORE?

Predictability needs to be improved on
all scales to help in preparing for the
changing conditions, risks and benefits
• It is not only snow that needs to be predicted but
also other parameters such as, wind, humidity
and the frequency of crossing the T2m 0 C-line –
to know what happens with the snow pack.
ESPOO
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Thanks Taru Olsson for
the temperature graphs
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Summary 1: Climate change impacts
snow and skiing in many ways
Depending on where you live, snow can arrive too early or too late,
dissappear anomalously early or late, snow pack can develop unfavorably.
Fnland as an Arctic country deals with these issues more and more often.
Warming in Finland 1900-2020

https://www.ilmastokatsaus.fi/tag/2021/

Summary 2: new decision support
tools and collaboratively created
services are needed
Based on the lecture experience and what happened after the lecture, it is
clear that we need to help in various decision time scales:

1. Short (current season): should we make snow already now or next
week or next month?
2. Middle (1-10 years): should we invest in snow making equipment and
other serivices, what about the logistics and other facilities?
3. Long (10-30 years): what can we do to keep skiing culture alive in the
current areas, or do skiing conditions end?

Summary 3: all of these aspects are
important when living with the
benefits and risks related to skiing
✓Improving forecasts – short and long for decision making
✓Communication – make news about skiing possibilities
✓Store snow and recycle it better than now
✓Offer sports facilities for people where they live
✓City planning – make cities climate neutral and healthy
✓Socio-economic issues – help to afford equipment even for
occasional skiing – help to recycle
✓Schools and sking culture – help schools to react and plan
sports with artificial snow if no natural snow

Remember to order Ilmastokatsaus if the
past month statistics interest you

https://www.ilmastokatsaus.fi/2022/01/20/ilma
stokatsaus-digilehti-joulukuu-2021/
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